The Open Peer Review Module

.. some technical details
Applicability

DSpace v4 JSPUI  (digital.CSIC)

DSpace v5 XMLUI  (e-IEO)
OPRM functional structure

- Invitations module
- Reviews module
- Reputation computing
- Items view customization
- Authors view customization
Installation highlights

- Standard DSpace configurations
  - Defining collections, workflows,...
  - Extending the metadata model

- Applying the code
- Extending the data model (database)
- Views Customization
  - Items, authors, item’s relationships, collections...

- Searching system, index and filtering adjustment...
- OAI-PMH filtering
Authors’ model is needed for...

- disambiguation
- identification
- giving credit and recognition, i.e. showing authors’ reputation
Available in:

Code:
https://github.com/arvoConsultores/Open-Peer-Review-Module
https://github.com/arvoConsultores/dspace_cris

Wiki
https://github.com/arvoConsultores/Open-Peer-Review-Module/wiki
Thank you!

Any Questions?